Automation
Designing, Programming & Testing
Distributed Control Systems
SCADA/PLC & Data Collection
Manufacturing Execution Systems
PI & Info batch
GAMP Specialist

Do our values and
ambitions match yours?

Pharmaceuticals
Making a difference in patients’ lives
Professional engineering means safer
manufacturing
Work you believe in

We are pioneers in our field
We believe in doing things
the right way
the safe way

Innovation
Parent company in Denmark
Local office in Raleigh, NC
Shaping the future of medicine

We believe in
honesty
transparency
reliability

Confirm Automation Inc. is an engineering company based in Raleigh NC serving our U.S.-based customers.
We provide professional automation and validation solutions for production companies within pharmacy, medical devices, and GxP
regulated industries. In collaboration with our customers Confirm Automation Inc integrates business thinking into the choice of
automation solutions to ensure the best possible solution.
Confirm Automation Inc. was established in 2016 as a subsidiary of the Danish based consulting business, Confirm A/S.

For more information…

Are you our new AUTOMATION ENGINEER?
Confirm Automation is a professional engineering company that helps leading
pharmaceutical companies deliver reliable and safe manufacturing systems.
Confirm Automation Inc. is in a business development phase and looking for people
who share our growth mindset.

You will be working with…
DCS-systems, SattLine & DeltaV
SCADA/PLC, Siemens, Rockwell, iFix, InTouch
Manufacturing Execution Systems, Syncade
PI & Info batch
Recognized project methods in GxP
Experience with test and commissioning activities

This might be right for you if…
You have a master’s or bachelor’s degree in engineering, chemistry, computer
science or mechanical engineering.
You thrive with flexibility and accountability and wish to work independently on
projects and you aim to share knowledge with your colleagues as this is a priority.
You have a sincere interest in automation and are good at communicating with all
levels.

AUTOMATION
You possess a sense of humor matching your professional drive.

You wish to participate in developing and expanding Confirm Automation Inc. in a
continued positive direction.
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Why should you choose Confirm…?

